Microsymposia
Within ESFRI (European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures) and INSTRUCT (Integrated Structural Biology
Infrastructure for Europe) we operate the Core Centre Frankfurt, which is devoted to membrane proteins.
Here we try to understand membrane proteins based on an accurately known structure. Our work emphasizes on the structure determination of proteins and protein complexes integrated into the cellular membranes of living organisms. The importance for life of membrane proteins can be deduced from a huge variety of duties, for the communication of the cell with its environment, like signal exchange, as well as energy transduction and specific uptake and/or release of substrates of all kind.
Within the Core Centre four labs for protein and crystal handling were established: Verification of the protein by mass spectrometry, thermal stability tests with a calorimetric approach or differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF), fully automated crystallization and analysis of the crystals by X-ray diffraction.
DSF is a quick method to determine the melting temperature (T m ) of a protein. It requires a smaller sample amount compared to calorimetric methods and uses fluorimetric readout. We use the realtime PCR machine Rotor-Gene Q from Qiagen to determine melting temperatures of membrane proteins with different dyes. This is a demanding task because interaction of the dye with detergent micelles causes scattering of the incident beam, which may totally overlap the fluorescence signal of interest. Despite recent advances in data collection and processing in protein crystallography, there remains a significant discrepancy between measurement and model error for macromolecular crystal structures. This has been attributed, at least in part, to the incomplete modelling of atomic disorder. Here we present an alternative refinement method which simultaneously includes anisotropic and anharmonic disorder. This ensemble refinement uses a molecular dynamics approach augmented with time-averaged x-ray restraints [1] to produce a series of Boltzmann-weighted structures that represents the conformational space sampled during a simulation. The resulting ensemble typically contains 100-250 structures and is shown to significantly improve the model error (as judged by Rfree), in comparison with traditional methods. This new method is suitable for diffraction data with upper resolution limits in the range of 1-3Å d-spacing. This method does not require excessive computation time and can be run on a standard desktop machine.
Ensemble refinement was developed, and is available, within the PHENIX software suite [2] . It utilises a maximum-likelihood target function in conjunction with a dual explicit-and bulk-solvent model and can be used with any heterogeneous atom or group.
In addition to the improved global statistics, ensemble refinement reveals highly-resolved local disorder features which are demonstrated to reflect important functional details for a number of test cases. Despite rapid advances in Macromolecular X-ray Crystallographic (MX) methods, derivation of reliable atomic models from low resolution diffraction data still poses many challenges. The main reason for this is that the number of observations relative to the number of adjustable parameters is small and furthermore signal to noise ratio in the experimental data is very low. As a consequence derivation of biologically meaningful information from such data is challenging. Intrinsic mobility of macromolecules means that in many cases growing crystals diffracting to higher resolution is not possible and low resolution data must be used to derive some useful structural information.
Statistically sensible analysis of low resolution diffraction data requires tackling of two related but distinct problems i) stabilisation of ill-posedness of refinement procedures -reduction the effective number of parameters without sacrificing completeness of atomic models ii) calculation of maximal signal/minimal noise electron density that would not suffer from bias towards model errors. Solving the first problem is necessary to derive reliable atomic model and the second problem to calculate interpretable electron density that is used in model (re)building.
1) The first problem is usually tackled using additional restraints based on structural information. Available structural information are a) known similar three-dimensional structures b) secondary structures; c) NCS if present; d) in addition it is also possible to exploit the fact that during refinement inter-atomic distances should not change dramatically. It has already been shown that using these restraints improves reliability of the derived models. As a result of model improvement errors in the derived atomic models are reduced, and it means that calculated phases have less error hence reducing noise in the electron density related to the model errors.
2) Sharpening of an electron density while increasing signal amplifies noise masking out "true" signal. There are several approaches to such problems. These include: a) regularisation using Tikhonov-Sobolev method; b) Wiener filters and c) Bayesian filters. These techniques attempt to answer to one common question: how to enhance signal without noise amplification? Another problem in map sharpening is that it assumes that all atoms have the same B values. It is in general not true and there is a distribution of B values -inverse gamma distribution. Moreover individual atoms' oscillation depends on its position in the asymmetric unit. These facts need to be accounted for if accurate map sharpening tools to be designed. In this presentation some approaches to these problems will also be discussed. The generation of reliable restraints for novel small molecule ligands in protein complexes is of great importance for both model placement into density and subsequent refinement. We have recently released GRADE [1], a procedure whose main source of restraint information is the Cambridge Small Molecule Database (CSD), queried using the MOGUL program [2] , developed by the CCDC. Where small-molecule information is lacking, grade uses quantum chemical procedures to set restraint values. GRADE automatically produces restraints that are compatible with the Engh and Huber EH99 restraints used for the protein during building and refinement. Particular care has to be taken when interpreting CSD data in order to produce restraints for torsion angles. This is likely to be because small molecule crystal structures are often less strained than those found in protein complexes.
Keywords
An alternative to conventional stereochemical restraint functions is provided by the direct use of quantum mechanics to compute the potential energy of the ligand. This involves invoking a quantum chemical program to provide the potential energy and its gradients for the ligand conformation in each cycle of BUSTER refinement. It will be shown how the results of the direct use of QM for ligands in refinement complement the use of CSD data.
